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The Leopard (Luchino Visconti, 1963) and The Chess Players (Satyajit Ray, 1977) 

 

Visconti’s reconstruction of Garibaldi’s 

attack on Palermo is superb. But once it’s 

over the film cannot but be dull, for the 

protagonist does nothing but arrive at a 

series of compromises, either cynical or 

fatalistic, depending on how much you 

like him. Don Fabrizio (Lancaster) does 

nothing even to show what his attitude is 

to Garibaldi or Garibaldi’s success. He 

doesn’t protest when his nephew 

Tancredi (Delon: named after the 

crusading Tasso hero), throws his lot in 

with the supposedly romantic Garibaldi. 

He agrees that Tancredi should marry 

Angelica (Cardinale: named after one of 

the heroines of Ariosto), and shouts down 

his wife in a bedroom quarrel over the 

marriage. This despite the fact that 

Angelica’s dad is a parvenu, a creep, and 

a direct threat to Fabrizio’s status as a 

nobleman. Shouting down your good 

Catholic wife in a bedroom quarrel is 

hardly heroic. 

 

 He shows no anger when it’s revealed to him by the family organist (alone on a 

two-man hunting party) that the plebiscite they’ve just had, to determine whether 

Sicily shall unite with Piedmont, was rigged, and that he, the organist, voted against 

the union, but his vote wasn’t counted. 

 When offered even an unelected seat in the new Italian parliament, he refuses. All 

the Risorgimento has done, he says, is replace one ruling elite with another. The fact 

that the new one is at least Italian doesn’t interest him. When the general at the ball 

tells the ladies how perfect Garibaldi is himself, but what a load of canaille he has 

become surrounded with, and how three of them have to be shot that morning, Don 

Fabrizio registers annoyance with him, but says nothing, and still leaves the room 

courteously. 

 His whole life is spent avoiding conflict – so the movie dramatises none, and it’s 

boring. Beautiful, and reconstructed with an obsessive master’s eye for detail (lighting 

those real Sicilian palace interiors must have been hell), but boring. 

 The conflicts Don Fabrizio has to cope with are: whether or not to confess to the 

family priest that he’s been on the town with his kept woman – he doesn’t: and, 

whether to yield to Angelica’s invitation that he partner her in the mazurka, or wait 

for the less energetic waltz. He, and the waltz, win, even though at the mere age of 

forty-seven (sic) a mazurka or two shouldn’t be beyond him. 

 Such is Lancaster’s charisma that you fall for Visconti’s trick, which is to 

glamorize aristocrats who stand apart cynically and look after their own status as the 

country disintegrates and then re-integrates around them. 

 During the attack on Palermo, a man with a stove-pipe hat is seen being chased by 

a lynch-mob consisting mainly of women. His body’s later seen hanging from a rope. 

We don’t know his name, or what he’s done, and have to guess that he’s been a 
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Bourbon collaborator. At the very end of the film we hear the three Garibaldi 

supporters being shot. We never see them, or understand precisely what they’ve done 

either, other than try and keep their leader’s flame alive after Italy has figured she no 

longer needs it. Each of these stories about history’s losers could be a very dramatic 

film in itself: it could be that both the lynched man and the shot Garibaldists did what 

they did from admirable, patriotic motives. But Visconti peripheralises both. His film 

is about history’s aristocratic survivors, and there’s less drama, it seems, in 

aristocratic survival. A lot less drama. 

 

––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

Satyajit Ray’s reconstruction of the annexation of the Kingdom of Oudh is less 

memorable visually than is Visconti’s of the attack on Palermo – in the film’s 

penultimate sequence, a long line of East India Company troops cross the horizon at a 

leisurely pace, with no-one opposing them. But what they do will in Oudh will 

unleash much more, and much more horrible, bloodshed than Garibaldi’s attack on 

Palermo – what they unleash (in part) will be the Indian Mutiny. 

 The film opens with a chess game being played by two men, whose hands only are 

visible, against a blank black background. At one point an elderly servant floats into 

frame to replenish a hookah. We then cut to the activities of the King of Oudh – flying 

kites, watching dancers (sometimes taking part himself, like Louis XIV), eyeing his 

odalisques, and wearing his crown on ceremonial occasions. His subjects engage in 

cock-fighting (later on, ram-fighting – very painful). No background is filmed – all 

these entertainments take place in a social and political void. 

 Cut to a European head, shot from behind, with smoke coming from a cigar in its 

mouth. A subaltern comes into frame and answers a series of questions, which the 

head asks him, about this obvious degenerate, the King of Oudh. Cut to front shot – 

and it’s Richard Attenborough, the human face of British imperialism! He’s General 

Outram, our Resident in Lucknow (the defence of the Residency was to be one of the 

most dramatic events during the Mutiny), and he’s decided that the Kingdom of Oudh 

is a cherry waiting to be plucked. A cartoon shows Dalhousie, the Governor-General, 

eating lots of other cherries, but leaving Oudh, for the moment, unplucked. 

 

 
 

 Outram creates the context within which we see the King’s and Oudh’s public 

cultural activities. It’s also the context within which the private chess game is taking 

place. While the Indians amuse themselves, the Brits bustle, and the Annexation and 

the Mutiny creep ever nearer (the English, we’re told, found the pace of Indian chess 

too slow, and changed the rules to speed it up). 

 The chess games form the context within which we also witness the sexual 

frustration of one of the chess players’ wives. Unlike Don Fabrizio, he has a young, 

beautiful wife, but still goes off with whores – of whom she feels less jealous than she 
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does of his chess-playing. She inveigles him from the game, and tries to seduce him. 

Their reactions afterwards imply his impotence; he apologises abjectly, and assures 

her that she’ll have evidence of his love tomorrow. She hides the chessboard and 

pieces – he and his friend go to a lawyer’s house, and, guiltily, start a game with the 

pieces there – but the lawyers’ father dies, so even they can’t continue. As they sit in 

the shade, one of them traces a chessboard in the dust with his staff. Back at home, 

desperate from withdrawal symptoms, they play chess with nuts and vegetables. What 

for Don Fabrizio in The Leopard is a patrician disdain for mere politicking, portrayed 

by Visconti as sad but admirable, becomes in Ray’s film an obsession with fascinating 

irrelevancies, portrayed as comic and self-defeating. Anything to avoid have to face 

reality. 

 The other player has a wife who’s going to bed with his nephew. Saeed Jaffrey’s 

expressions when he enters her bedroom, finds the nephew under the bed, sees what’s 

happening, refuses to acknowledge what he sees, then denies what’s happening, and 

eagerly devours all their lies, are miraculous to behold. 

 Meanwhile Outram, speaking for the East India Company, demands that the King 

abdicate. He knows that the Company has no legal right to do so, but even though 

he’s the human face of English imperialism, he’s committed to the outrage. He’s 

Bolingbroke to the King’s Richard II – the parallel’s enforced by a long scene in 

which the King upbraids his ministers for betraying him, and refuses to abdicate. 

Ray’s long tracking shots, circling round and round the King’s self-pity, imply that 

it’s all an act, a routine performed to prolong his agony for aesthetic effect. Later, 

Jaffrey’s chess player quotes “I wasted time, and now time doth waste me”; later still, 

in the actual scene of abdication, the King hands Outram his crown, as Richard hands 

his to Bolingbroke, and Outram is left holding it, and looking embarrassed, as 

Bolingbroke is. 

 As the English “invade”, the two chess players, unable to play in either’s house 

because of the marital troubles which each denies that he has, retreat to a remote, 

deserted, windswept village, place their cloth chess-table in the dirt, and begin to play: 

but reality intrudes. It’s a Beckettian metaphor for what Don Fabrizio is doing 

throughout The Leopard – retreating into a world which you kid yourself has value, 

because you can’t face the challenges of the real one, inhabited by real values, which 

keep knocking at the door whatever you do. 


